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Abstract

Our demo shows how to extract and structure data found in data-rich, unstructured, multiple-record Web documents. Users may either apply pre-built extraction applications or build and apply their own. The demo is significant because it (1) attacks an important data-centric problem and (2) uses database technology to produce good results with minimal effort.

Introduction

Over the past two years, we have experimented successfully with extracting data from data-rich, unstructured, multiple-record Web documents. Successful applications have included car ads and job ads [ECLS98], obituaries [ECN‘98,ECJ‘99], real estate, precious gems, computer monitors, games, musical instruments, stocks, and personals [Hom00].

We have made our extraction technology available on the Web [Hom00]. Both a “High-Level Data-Extraction Demo” (see Figure 1) and a “Detailed Data-Extraction Demo” (see Figure 2) are available. The two demos are the same, except that the detailed demo allows users to view intermediate steps and results.

Our approach to Web data extraction consists of the following five steps.

1. We begin with an HTML document that contains unstructured chunks of text for an application of interest. (The text box in Figure 3 shows a rendered HTML document for car ads – each car ad is an unstructured text chunk. The text box in Figure 4, which contains the HTML source for this document, represents the kind of input we process in our demo.)

2. For an application of interest we develop a conceptual-model instance, which we call an application ontology. An application ontology describes the application’s objects and the relationships and cardinality constraints among objects. Each object set in the
ontology has a description of its lexical values and its context keywords, which aid in matching lexical constants identified in a document with object sets in the application ontology. (The text box in Figure 5 shows the first few lines of an application ontology for car advertisements.)

3. The system parses the application ontology to generate a database scheme and to generate matching rules for constants and keywords. (The “Database Scheme” box in Figure 6 shows the generated scheme for the cars application ontology.)

4. A record extractor automatically separates an unstructured Web document into individual record-size chunks, cleans the chunks of markup-language tags, and presents them as individual unstructured record text for further processing. ([EJN99] explains how the system accomplishes these tasks.)

5. A recognizer automatically applies the matching rules generated by the parser to the cleaned, unstructured records to extract data. The extraction algorithms use proximity heuristics to correlate extracted keywords with extracted constants and use cardinality constraints of the application ontology to construct records. The system places the extracted results in a database, which can then be queried using SQL. (Figure 6 shows a sample query and the results returned for the HTML source in Figures 3 and 4.)

To make our approach general and robust across new and changing Web pages, we fix in advance: the parser, the Web record extractor, the keyword recognizer, the constant recognizer, the database scheme generator, and the record data generator. To switch from one application domain to another, we simply switch to a different application ontology. We build a new one when we encounter a domain for which no application ontology exists.

To measure the success of our data-extraction work, we compute recall and precision ratios for each attribute for each application. We achieved recall ratios in the range of 90% and precision ratios near 98% for both car ads and job ads [ECLS98]. For obituaries, a much more complex challenge, recall ratios ranged from 70% to 100%, and precision ratios ranged from 93% to 100% (except for names of relatives, which dropped to 71%) [ECJ^98]. When challenged to apply our obituary ontology without change to world-wide obituaries from Ireland, Sri Lanka, New Zealand, and India, these results
continued to hold, although there was some drop-off caused by cultural localizations that could be corrected within our framework.

**Demo Description**

Our demo lets a user click on one of the three rectangles in Figure 1 to view an HTML document (see Figures 3 and 4), to view an application ontology (see Figure 5), and to view a populated database (see Figure 6). Clicking on one of the nine internal rectangles in Figure 2 lets a demo user view intermediate results such as cleaned unstructured records or potential attribute-value pairs before heuristic processing.

The pull-down list in Figure 3 (or Figure 4) lets a user select one of 13 stored HTML documents, and the pull-down list in Figure 5 lets a user select one of 11 application ontologies. After choosing an application ontology and an HTML document, a user can click on the “Process the Ontology” button (see Figure 5) to process the chosen application ontology against the chosen HTML document. The results are stored in a relational database against which a user can pose any SQL query (see Figure 6).

An interesting feature of the demo lets users (1) modify a prespecified application ontology, (2) create a new application ontology, or (3) load their own previously created application ontology. The demo also lets users (1) modify HTML pages, (2) load HTML pages from the Web, or (3) load HTML pages stored in their own directory. These capabilities let users apply an ontology to any HTML page of their choosing (even one that is “not appropriate”), modify ontologies to see how they behave, or experiment with their own ontologies.

Our experience in teaching others to use the demo tells us: (1) a new user can begin to do something interesting with a given application ontology in five to ten minutes; (2) we can teach people the syntax and semantics of our ontology-specification language in an hour or two (assuming they understand regular expressions); and (3) users can create interesting ontologies with reasonably good recall and precision ratios in about thirty hours. Indeed, students created several of our demonstration ontologies as a class project in two to three dozen hours of work.
Significance

Our demo addresses the important problem of automatic data extraction. Further, it is particularly significant for database researchers because of its database approach.

*Important Problem.* People want to know! And so do government agencies, information providers, search-and-retrieval companies, and business-intelligence professionals. But they’re swamped with volumes of unstructured data churned out from search engines, corporate Intranets, news feeds, and the increasing global Internet. They want critical information extracted automatically, organized effectively, and presented smartly in personalized information views.

The challenges are huge. Critical information is difficult to locate. Once located, its incompatible formats make it difficult to use effectively. Large volumes of unstructured text must be digested into an easy-to-use, organized, uniform format to support querying, focused searching, and personalized information products.

*A Database Approach.* Some researchers have argued for a machine-learning approach to data extraction. But our experience with the demo indicates that we can produce handcrafted ontologies that are robust across new and evolving pages with no more human effort than it typically takes to label a training set for machine learning. Further, handcrafted ontologies normally yield higher recall and precision. We are not arguing that machine learning has no place in this technology (it does), but we are arguing, and trying to show with our demo, that database technology can and should play a greater role in resolving these massive information challenges.

Our demo begins to show some possible ways to address these challenges. We apply concepts in conceptual modeling, first-order constraints over database schemes, and knowledge-base ontologies to drive us forward. These long-standing database technologies can provide mechanisms to represent knowledge, store information, and give symbols specific meaning in a particular context. Database technologies can be leveraged to guide, combine, and interpret raw units of information and provide the basis for information extraction, integration, analysis, and presentation.
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High-Level Data-Extraction Demo

To run the demo:

- Click on "Web Page" and choose a Web page.
- Click on "Application Ontology", choose an application, and then click on "Process the Ontology".

The extracted data will be placed in a database, and the "Populated Database" window will pop up.

- You can also issue any SQL query on the data from the populated-database window.
- For a detailed explanation of how the process works:
  - Click on "Demos below.
  - Then click on "Detailed Demo."

* The demo has been initialized with a default Web page and application ontology, and the processing for this default has already been done. You may click on any of the three blue boxes to view the default page, application, and populated database, without having to execute the extraction process.

Figure 1. High-Level Demo.
Figure 2. Detailed Demo.
# Used Car Search Results from Rocky Region

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Mileage</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jaguar XJ6</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>62,000</td>
<td>$1,500.00</td>
<td>Aurora, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datsun 280Z</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>47,000</td>
<td>$4,500.00</td>
<td>Longmont, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford F150</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>21,000</td>
<td>$9,000.00</td>
<td>Murray, UT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chevrolet</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>32,000</td>
<td>$1,000.00</td>
<td>Mancos, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chevrolet</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>$4,500.00</td>
<td>Ft. Collins, CO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3. Rendered HTML Source.**
**Figure 4.** HTML Source.
Figure 5. Application Ontology.
Figure 6. Database Scheme, SQL Query, and Results.